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“racial phantasms,” and a “nihilistic will to destruction.”
This same irrationality is echoed in many of Grove’s charges,
whether they be the “catastrophic ﬂoundering” (p. 24) of the
American Empire or the “denial of the world” (p. 22) of IR
theory itself. There are many such potentially productive
similarities that could build bridges between such thinkers
and various allied (though distinct) theoretical schools—
perhaps this is one of the more constructive implications of
Grove’s book. It highlights the grave need for a conversation
between the various “critical” ecologisms to cohere a collective strategy of getting out or through the Eurocene, and
Grove provides a useful entry point to this dialogue.
Grove’s center of contention with these accounts is that
either they are far “too optimistic,” given the “sadistic
material conditions” (p. 202) of the Eurocene, or they fall
to a humanism and/or homogeneous singularity (p. 9). As
becomes clear in part III, Grove’s point of departure from
these alternatives is that he is more focused on the apocalypse as a bifurcation point; that is, as something where
“other ways of life become possible” (p. 9). Accordingly, the
ﬁnal chapters set out Grove’s tentative solutions: chapter
8 champions the possible emergence of freaks and feral
reason and chapter 9 “the diﬀerentiation of life.” Here, the
hopes of turning to wildness are outlined—how going
“feral” is viewed not as a way out of but “rather a way
through” our historical impasse (pp. 9, 259). Feritas
remains within the Eurocene but as a possibility of “going
productively oﬀ course” within this trajectory (p. 232).
One must ask this question, however: If feritas exhibits
the same logic of the Eurocene, how has it remained
independent of the pathologies of this era? And if feritas
has remained outside this control, as untamed wildness, is it
not conceivable it could be wielded as a way out of the
ecocide around us? Not only does the concept seem
unnecessarily constrained in its possibilities, but also, without further analysis into the various aspects of its history
(which Grove sees as a set of “preconditions”), the alternative possibilities latent within the Eurocene—‘the ways out’
of ecocide—may be thrown out too readily as well. Here,
methods of (immanent) normative critique may complement such endeavors.
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In an age of increasing global trade, government subsidies
have become a prominent way in which countries can
support their vulnerable industries. Stephanie Rickard’s
Spending to Win: Political Institutions, Economic Geography,
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and Government Subsidies focuses on this important category of government distribution, providing theoretical
understanding and empirical evidence for why we see very
diﬀerent patterns in subsidies spending across democracies.
The main idea of Rickard’s book is that the impact of an
electoral system on the distribution of government policies
depends on the geographic distribution of that economic
sector. The geography of people and the economy has been
largely ignored in canonical theories of government distribution. Rickard explains that the absence of geography
in these theories has led to conﬂicting theoretical expectations with regard to institutional eﬀects and to similarly
muddled empirical ﬁndings. One side of the literature
expects plurality electoral systems to provide excess particularistic spending; the other side views proportional
representation (PR) electoral systems as likely to aim
beneﬁts at narrow interests. Once geography is considered,
the theoretical expectations of policy targeting become
clear: proportional electoral systems are more likely to
distribute subsidies to economic sectors spread throughout
the national territory, whereas plurality systems are likely
to target geographically concentrated sectors to get the
most bang for their buck.
Spending to Win takes economic and electoral geography
seriously in theoretical development, something that has
been sorely lacking in most research in political economy.
Although theoretical models must necessarily simplify their
characterizations of the economy to advance tractable
propositions, taking geography out of the equation has
entailed costs to our understanding of politics. As Rickard
emphasizes, politics is nearly always a geographicallyoriented game. This is true even in party-centered PR
systems, in which parties strategically target resources to
the districts where their party performs best to maximize
their vote totals. Unlike in plurality systems, in which
winning a district by large margins “wastes” votes, parties
in PR systems can run up their totals in safe districts to pick
up additional seats that cushion their margin in the
national legislature. Rickard’s focus on the logic of geographic targeting in PR systems is particularly innovative
and very welcome, because this is a very understudied area.
Scholars tend to assume that incentives to target constituencies are absent in PR, but Rickard shows this is untrue
both in theory and with strong empirical evidence drawn
from party-centered Norway.
Rickard’s study adds value to a wide swath of literature
in comparative political institutions, comparative political
economy, and international political economy. The contribution in comparative institutions is particularly clear:
her book can help us understand the distribution of
beneﬁts across electoral system types. Importantly, Spending to Win also dives into the institutional details, pointing
out that we should expect large variation in electoral
systems depending not only on geography but also on
whether those systems encourage a “personal vote” or a
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“party vote.” Its emphasis on geography also makes Rickard’s book a nice complement to recent scholarship on the
geography of electoral systems, such as Jonathan Rodden’s
Why Cities Lose: The Deep Roots of the Urban-Rural Political Divide (2019). With regard to comparative and international political economy, Spending to Win helps us
understand how governments can continue to support
the economy to their political advantage even as doing so
has become harder with the expansion of global trade.
Using new data, new measures, and meticulous interview
research, Rickard shows us that geography is a crucial, and
often forgotten, variable for understanding distributive
politics.
As Rickard notes, taking geography seriously implies
broader implications, beyond subsidies, for how racial,
ethnic, or religious groups are treated depending on
whether they are geographically concentrated or broadly
distributed. Geography and the possibility of amplifying
or dampening the voices of certain groups should be kept
in mind in the evaluation of institutional eﬀects and in our
understanding of the adoption of political institutions.
Although Rickard is very careful to discuss endogeneity
with regard to institutional setup and economic geography, most of the countries in her sample are those in
which the district design and the choice of electoral system
predated the current conﬁgurations of population and
party support. Thus, the endogeneity question is less
important for her study than it might be for scholars in
the developing world. An important question that emerges
from her research is whether electoral institutions in late
developers were adopted in response to economic geography and population distributions. Scholarship on legislative malapportionment and the eﬀects of diﬀerent
district magnitudes within nations, such as that of Calvo
and Murillo in the case of Argentina, may imply that
economic geography has strongly shaped institutional
choice in the developing world (see Ernesto Calvo and
Maria Victoria Murillo, “Who Delivers? Partisan Clients
in the Argentine Electoral Market,” American Journal of
Political Science 48 [4], 2004).
The developing world is the next frontier for Rickard’s
research, providing both an environment in which governments intervene more explicitly to inﬂuence the economy and a more diﬃcult data environment in which to
study these patterns. With regard to economic geography,
the early industrializing cases that Spending to Win focuses
on are the most evenly distributed economies in the world.
Robust welfare states—in many cases, the products of the
incentives of PR electoral systems to target voters diﬀusely
across geography—have evened out economic opportunity across the space of the nation. Developing nations, in
contrast, have mostly highly concentrated economies with
regard to geography and weak welfare states. Megacities
dominate late developers, because they have built the
industrial economy around maximizing returns to the

commodity economy built on fertile land and trade routes.
Surely late developers will show even more stark patterns
of geographic targeting and more important institutional
eﬀects on subsidies.
The developing world also creates the possibility to tackle
the endogeneity question head-on and to advance theory in
institutional selection and in political economy along the
way. The late twentieth century saw the emergence of
democracies (and their institutional rules) alongside the
industrialization of developing world economies. The
changes in economic geography brought about by urbanization, migration, and industrial deepening certainly
aﬀected the political logic that Rickard lays out in her book.
Following the historical development of economic geography, institutional selection, and political distribution in
the developing world would broaden her already high-value
contribution to the literature in comparative politics.
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In 2002, in the midst of the most robust phase of
international intervention in postwar Bosnia-Herzegovina,
then-High Representative Paddy Ashdown launched an
ambitious “jobs and justice” initiative. By simultaneously
confronting mass unemployment and weakening the grip of
corruption and criminality, “jobs and justice” was meant to
deliver a long-delayed peace dividend while nudging Bosnia
decisively along the path from fragility to prosperity and, in
time, EU membership. Nearly two decades later, as Daniela
Lai reminds us in Socioeconomic Justice, not only did those
promised jobs never materialize but Bosnia still remains in
the grip of ethnonationalist political forces whose fortunes
continue to be tied to the absence of the rule of law. In this
context, the “jobs and justice” initiative is memorable, along
with a host of other failed development projects that litter
Bosnia’s postwar landscape, mainly for its hubris.
Although “jobs and justice” could easily be the subtitle
of Socioeconomic Justice, Lai’s project is both narrower and
more ambitious than a dissection of the social engineering
schemes of liberal peacebuilders. Situating itself at the
intersection of Bosnia’s simultaneous transition from war
to peace and from socialism to capitalism, Lai’s book is
particularly interested in the political economy of transitional justice; more precisely, she wonders why socioeconomic issues have been “systematically marginalized”
(p. 32) in both the theory and the practice of transitional
justice. Starting from the perspective that the very notion
of justice remains an essentially contested concept, Lai
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